Confirmit for B2B
Growing your B2B profits is easy when you LISTEN
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For many organizations simply listening to and acting on feedback can
be a game changer that impacts every aspect of the business, including
your ability to retain customers, acquire new ones, innovate your
products and services, and improve operational efficiency.

Confirmit helps businesses listen and operationalize feedback to
drive change throughout their organizations using the world’s most
secure, reliable, and scalable solutions for Voice of the Customer,
Voice of the Employee, and Market Research programs. Confirmit’s
solutions enable companies to run feedback and research programs
that increase revenue, reduce costs, and promote culture change.
We have many years’ experience working with top business-tobusiness (B2B) organizations all over the world to help them collect,
aggregate, analyze, and act on feedback. In the following pages,
we’ll provide best practice tips and case studies that show you how
feedback programs can drive your business growth.
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Top B2B Organizations
Highlighted in This Report
Top B2B Organizations
Highlighted in This Report

Actuate Corporation operates in the B2B space providing
reporting, analytics, and customer communications software.
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Equinix connects the world’s leading businesses to their
customers, employees, and partners inside the world’s most
ANSYS is the global leader in engineering simulation helping
connected data centers in 33 markets across five continents.
the world’s most innovative companies deliver radically better
products to their customers by offering the best and broadest
portfolio of engineering simulation software.
A member of the Skyteam Alliance, Alitalia is Italy’s largest airline
operating one of the most efficient and youngest fleets in Europe.
Equinix connects the world’s leading businesses to their
customers, employees, and partners inside the world’s most
connected data centers in 33 markets across five continents.
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RS Components is the world’s leading high-service distributor
of electronics, automation, and control components, tools and
consumables, serving over a million customers globally.

Omnicell, Inc. is a leading provider of automated and business
information solutions enabling hospitals and healthcare systems
to streamline the medication administration process and manage
costly medical supplies for increased operational efficiency and
enhanced patient safety.

Copart provides vehicle sellers with a full range of remarketing
services to process and sell salvage and clean title vehicles
to dealers, dismantlers, rebuilders, exporters and to end users
through an online multi-channel platform.

Experteye is the benchmarking and research specialist for
European automotive manufacturers, fleet finance providers,
fleet management companies and a broad cross section of other
corporate bodies.

As a leading provider of electronic payments, risk management,
and payment security solutions, over 300,000 businesses use
CyberSource, including half the companies comprising the Dow
Jones Industrial Average.
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B2B Sales and Marketing
Business-to-business (B2B) sales and marketing professionals face a unique set of
challenges. For example, most prospects don’t engage with your sales teams until

90% of the B2B purchase process is over.
Worst still, more than 50% of vendors are eliminated before a sales
representative even knows an opportunity exists. A brand’s reputation is the

–

Did you know?

number one factor that can make or break a sale. With that, it is imperative to know
what customers and end-users are saying about your brand and your products.
This, however, is further complicated by the fact that B2B organizations need
feedback from multiple levels in their customers’ organization, including decision

n

91% of B2B buyers are
influenced by word-of-

makers, influencers, and users in order to avoid unwelcome surprises regarding
retention, renewals, and future sales.

mouth when making their

n

decision to buy.

–

74% of consumers

A Voice of the Customer Program is a strategic activity that can

identify word-of-mouth as
a key influencer in their
purchasing decision.

help you uncover customers’ opinions about your company and
products.
Voice of the Customer programs help you ask your customers the right questions
at the right time so you can gain insight into your customers’ experiences,
expectations, and preferences. Beyond a simple survey, a strategic Voice of
the Customer program helps you listen to the customer’s voice via multiple
channels and at every touchpoint throughout the customer’s journey with your
organization. The information you collect is then aggregated and analyzed
alongside relevant contextual information, such as business system data from
your CRM or financial system. This produces deep insights that drive corrective
action that help you improve customers’ opinions of your company. As customer
opinions improve, positive word-of-mouth advertising increases!

Sources:
http://marketing.linkedin.com/blog/the-top-challenges-facing-b2b-marketers-if-these-sound-familiar-whats-your-next-step/
https://growthhackers.com/posts/over-40-word-of-mouth-marketing-statistics-compiled
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By implementing a VoC program powered by Confirmit, a B2B

USE CASE

Commercial Manufacturing Company that prefers to remain
anonymous enjoyed a lasting $10M increase in business.

Actuate Corporation operates in the B2B space providing reporting,
analytics, and customer communications software. Their VoC program,
powered by Confirmit, measures their customers’ satisfaction in
all areas of support. With the data they collect, they are able to
drive improvements to customers’ overall satisfaction with support
transactions. Since implementing a VoC program their worldwide
customer satisfaction score has increased by 25% !
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Expert Strategies for Successful Sales and Marketing

STRATEGY ONE

Strategically employ multi-channel customer data collection, aggregation, and analysis of the
combined data from multiple channels. Then display real-time insights on dashboards tailored to
individuals’ areas of interest and influence.

ANSYS implemented a 7-touchpoint Voice of the Customer program.
Through Confirmit’s live dashboards, insights are fed directly
to managers, providing company-wide data by customer type,
business unit, region and office. With this program the company has
experienced a 23% increase in the number of customers willing to
recommend their services to others.
Toro’s Commercial Business implemented a Voice of the Customer
program powered by Confirmit which established performance
criteria for its Corporate Partners in Excellence and Red Iron Service
Certification programs. Based on results, the company developed
specific training to improve turnaround time and ease of doing business.

STRATEGY TWO

Be sure to include an automated analysis of the sentiment within unstructured text from
survey feedback.
In addition to a variety of structured survey questions, RS Components
tracks and analyses all of the verbatim comments from customers
which often hold the most useful insights for the business and its
employees. The VoC programme at RS Components has proven to
be truly innovative, partly due to its sheer scope to cover a global
business with multiple customer touchpoints in all regions. Specifically,
the innovation that has driven this global capability and the company’s
‘global to local’ customer view is Confirmit’s ability to facilitate local
language coding for key verbatim questions. This supports RS
Components’ commitment to understand and act upon the voice of its
customers consistently, everywhere it operates.
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STRATEGY THREE

Leverage Action Management to ensure that no customer feedback goes unattended.

“Our revenue retention team identified an at-risk account, rectified the
situation and secured a new five-year contract. Confirmit’s closed-loop alerting
system enabled us to take immediate action and resolve the problem. The
result? A stronger relationship and renewal of a multi-million dollar contract.”
Lisa Nakano, Director of Global Customer Experience, Equinix
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B2B Innovation

Generally, B2B organizations have more focused target audience than B2C
organizations. Though sales prospects are limited by comparison, the competition
to get those prospects attention and win their business is fierce! To that end,
product or service development and innovation are an important part of
developing a strong competitive positioning to grow your business.

–

Did you know?

To maximize your results and innovate effectively, you need feedback from all
stakeholders, including but not limited to customers, partners, distributors, and

n

45%

of customer-

driven business cases can
become new products or
features

employees! And, that stakeholder feedback should guide your innovation efforts
to save your teams from wasting countless hours of misdirected labor.
Opportunities for innovation can often be found in stakeholder interactions, such
as how your customers find, select, purchase, and actually use your products
and services. Voice of the Customer programs are a powerful way to collect
information to feed innovation. But in today’s fast-paced and hyper-competitive
business environment, you need to approach your customers and gather
feedback in real-time – in-the-moment when the experiences, the product, or
the purchase experience are fresh in their mind. For some B2B organizations,
particularly B2B2C* organizations, technology has finally presented a way for
companies to get that in-the-moment feedback they so desperately need. And
the solution was already in just about everyone’s pocket.

*Business-to-business-to-consumer
Source:
http://www.giluniversity.org/files/9713/8692/2432/Best_Practice_Guidebook_-_Harnessing_Voice_of_Customer_for_Incremental_
Innovation_-_Citrix.pdf
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“If you are not employing VoC to generate new product
ideas, then you are missing some major innovation
opportunities.”
Robert G. Cooper, President of the Product Development Institute
Inc., and Professor Emeritus at McMaster University’s School of
Business, Ontario, Canada

–
GPS-enabled mobile technology and Bluetooth have opened the door
to real-time feedback by enabling surveys to be triggered by beacon
and location technologies. This has the potential to supercharge B2B
innovation via the collection of in-the-moment feedback.

–
How does it work?
Confirmit Horizons is able to deploy surveys to participants who have opted
in based on GPS location or proximity to a beacon. Using this technology,
participants can receive a notification and survey through a fully-branded app
at a location of your choice. Location triggering can identify when a participant
is near, has entered, or exits a particular location. Beacon technology, on the
other hand, is used for more precise triggering. For example, by strategically
placing a small device, called a beacon, near a store display, B2B2C companies
can deploy survey notifications to participants within the proximity you specify.
B2B wholesalers, for example, can also benefit in a similar fashion. The fullybranded app is constantly “listening” and when a panellist is within your specified
proximity, your survey or message is deployed. It’s that easy!
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Expert Strategies for Successful Innovation

STRATEGY ONE

Collect feedback from all your stakeholders to drive innovation and improve
your products and services.

“The customer panel we’ve built using Confirmit means it’s now
possible to create and deploy a rapid survey to a targeted group of
customers, who we’re confident fully understand the issues we need
to talk about. This is a great advantage!”
Market Research Manager, Alitalia

STRATEGY TWO

The biggest competitive advantages can come from collecting
in-the-moment feedback.

USE CASE
The brand managers from one manufacturing company (that prefers to remain
anonymous) worked in partnership with select retailers to strategically place
beacons at product displays in retail locations. When a consumer came within
a specified proximity of the beacon a joint retailer/manufacturer survey was
deployed enabling both the retailer and the manufacturer to collect immediate
consumer feedback regarding the product packaging, display, and more.
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B2B Operations
The benefits of collecting feedback from customers, partners, and employees
don’t stop at sales and innovation. Many B2B organizations have found insights
that helped them improve operations too.

–

Did you know?

First and foremost, expert research has shown time and again that employee
engagement and customer satisfaction go hand-in-hand. This is likely because
companies that have mastered both employee engagement and customer
satisfaction have done so by listening and leveraging effective organization-wide

n

88% of decision makers
say that making business
decisions quickly based
on real-time data is
extremely important in
today’s highly competitive
business environment.

communication methods that revolve around a common goal – customer centricity.
In this age of rapid communication facilitated by the Internet, text messages, mobile
apps, social media, and email, shared goals and effective communications are
more challenging than ever before! For many businesses, internal communication
is delivered in the form of high-level dashboards and comprehensive reports. And,
while that solution is not wrong, you must question whether you are delivering the
right information to the right people at the right time.
In order to be truly effective, tools like dashboards and reports must be tailored
to the recipients’ needs and areas over which they have influence. Further,
the recipients must be able to explore the data to identify specific problems
and key drivers behind recurring themes. Once your team members have the
right information, they are able to take action to resolve problems that have a
negative impact on your organization. In this way, business-wide operations
are streamlined as employees become more productive, effectively targeting
corrective actions that have the biggest impact.

Copart’s marketing team wanted to identify recurring themes that impacted
customer satisfaction. Using Confirmit, the company collects customer feedback
that helps the company identify key drivers of customer dissatisfaction.
Based on customer feedback the company has made improvements such as
developing member guides in Spanish, producing educational video content, and
implementing improved training and testing for payments at physical locations.
Sources:
https://hbr.org/resources/pdfs/tools/HBR_Qlik_Report_May2014.pdf
http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/163130/employee-engagement-drives-growth.aspx
http://www.stage-gate.net/downloads/working_papers/wp_40.pdf
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Expert Strategies for Successful Operations

STRATEGY ONE

Choose a flexible reporting system that can provide everything from simple dashboards to advanced
analytics, all tailored to the user’s individual needs.

“Confirmit provides a best-practices customer feedback solution that gives
us the advanced analytics and reporting capabilities we were seeking. They
take it to the next level by offering expertise, innovation and creativity to help
us get better customer intelligence.”
Trish Martin Vice President of Customer Support CyberSource

“Confirmit provides a meaningful and flexible reporting system via an easyto-use dashboard; giving us and our clients the ability to analyze data using
an extensive range of criteria, to drill down to the finest detail or to view high
level summaries.”
Rick Yarrow, Experteye’s Managing Director
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STRATEGY TWO

Use reports and dashboards organization-wide to inform important decisions and strategic actions.

“Confirmit gave us the ability to collect, aggregate, and analyze employee
feedback at a granular level. We use the survey data to help make important
decisions about programs and initiatives that drive employee satisfaction.”
Rhonda Cooper Senior Human Resources Manager, Omnicell

STRATEGY THREE

Leverage reports and dashboards to maintain stakeholder engagement in the customer experience by
demonstrating its value to the organization.

“With Confirmit’s user-friendly and flexible dashboard, I can quickly prepare
presentations that demonstrate the business value of our VoC program,”
Kevin Maust, Manager of Revenue Retention, Equinix.
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What does Confirmit do?
Confirmit provides solutions and technologies for organizations running Voice
of the Customer and Voice of the Employee programs, and for Market Research
agencies who provide research and feedback services to their customers.

–
Our Technology:
Scalable, reliable and stable, Confirmit provides flexible, multi-channel software
solutions for Customer Experience, Voice of the Employee, and Market
Research programs. Our platform, Confirmit Horizons, provides you with onestop, feature-rich solutions to gain maximum value and insight from all your
feedback and research projects. With Confirmit’s solutions, you can use any
single or combination of channels to gather feedback. Use the web, email, IVR,
SMS, mobile, telephone, or paper to capture responses and gather them into a
single system for analysis. You can create at-a-glance dashboards or in-depth
customized reports and deliver them automatically; online or offline through a
wide range of channels.

–
Confirmit VoicesTM: A Voice of the Customer Engagement Model
Confirmit Voices is a customer engagement model that helps you define and
design a powerful Voice of the Customer program so you can listen, analyze, and
act on customer feedback to deliver real business change. Confirmit Voices uses
multi-channel data collection so you can tap into customers’ experiences at every
key touchpoint, and bring customer insight alive by incorporating financial and
operational data, as well as rich media such as photos and video.

Sources:
http://www.stage-gate.net/downloads/working_papers/wp_40.pdf
http://www.giluniversity.org/files/9713/8692/2432/Best_Practice_Guidebook_-_Harnessing_Voice_of_Customer_for_Incremental_
Innovation_-_Citrix.pdf
http://marketing.linkedin.com/blog/the-top-challenges-facing-b2b-marketers-if-these-sound-familiar-whats-your-next-step/
https://growthhackers.com/posts/over-40-word-of-mouth-marketing-statistics-compiled
http://www.gallup.com/businessjournal/163130/employee-engagement-drives-growth.aspx
https://hbr.org/resources/pdfs/tools/HBR_Qlik_Report_May2014.pdf
NPS and NET PROMOTER are registered trademarks of Satmetrix Systems, Inc., F. Reicheld, and Bain & Company.
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Confirmit is the world’s leading SaaS vendor for multi-channel Voice of the Customer, Voice of the Employee, and Market
Research solutions. The company has offices in Oslo (headquarters), Chengdu, Cologne, Grimstad, London, Moscow, New
York, San Francisco, Sydney, Vancouver, and Yaroslavl. Confirmit’s software is also distributed through partner resellers in
Madrid, Milan, Salvador, and Tokyo.
Confirmit powers Global 5000 companies and Market Research agencies worldwide with a wide rangeof software products
for feedback / data collection, panel management, data processing, analysis, and reporting. Customers include Aurora,
British Airways, Cross-Tab, Dow Chemical, GfK, GlaxoSmithKline, GMO Research, JTN Research, Keep Factor, Morehead
Associates, Nielsen, Research Now, RONIN, Sony Mobile Communications, Swisscom, and The Wellcome Trust.

www.confirmit.com
Follow us
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